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THE TRAIL OF THE SABLE: new evidence 
on the fur-hunters of Siberia in 

the seventeenth century 

E. Stuart KIRBY 

In the seventeenth century Russia acquired Siberia and became an Asian as well 

as a European Empire. That remarkable movement is known only in bare outline, and 

has been presented largely from a national or nationalistic viewpoint, though it is of 

world-historical significance. A vast amount of data on it exists, though almost solely 

in Russia: in contemporary records, later collations and commentaries. Much of this 

has remained for centuries unworked, much even untouched; but is beginning to be 

increasingly sifted and presented by Soviet scholars. Their work and comments should 

be followed and utilized in other countries. 

The Russian conquest of Siberia was a major event In world history. It created 

a great land-bridge all across Asia from Europe to the Pacific, causing a more exten

sive - and locally more continuous - contact of West with East than did the Incur

sions of the Westerners by sea, which were more sporadic and heterogeneous. The 

West European predators - as a modern Asian nationalist might express it - fell at 

different times on different selected localities in Asia, usually in rivalry among them

selves, but the Russians moved as a single military force in one single swoop all 

across northern Asia. The result IS the largest confrontation in the world today, 

along all the frontiers of Siberia. 

In form and character, the conquest of Siberia had many broad similarities - and 

equally significant differences - with and from the (not far from contemporary) con

quests of Middle and South America by the south-west Europeans (principally the 

Spaniards) and of North America by the north-west Europeans (British and French). 

There are three great unknowns, in respect of the Siberian conquest, which must be 

answered, for a more complete understanding of this important event in world history. 

namely: (x) what exactly was done? (y) by whom? and (z) why? The following lines, 

reporting some recent Soviet work, give some indications, for discussion, on just one 

part of this problem area. 

The (x), the actual course of events, is comparatively well known; but only compar

atively so, to a minority of specialists, nearly all of them Russians. General historians 

outside Russia have more detailed knowledge of the conquests of Mexico, Peru and 

the American West than of the incorporation of Siberia into the Russian Empire. 
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However, the broad outline is familiar: small bands of Russians, using firearms, made 

extraordinarily rapid advances beyond the Urals right through to the Pacific Ocean, 

mainly within the second third of the seventeenth century. They met with little 

opposition, the indigenous peoples being few, scattered, fighting among themselves and 

less well-armed than the Russians; until the Russians came up against China, which 

barred their progress at the Amur River and for two centuries diverted them towards 

the north-east. This course can be charted 'arithmetically', by dates, such as the 

establishment of outposts, the claiming of territories and the issue of government 

papers. 

The next question, (y), who were the classes and kinds of people concerned, is 

more 'algebraical', the human element being much more complex than the geographi

cal, more variable, less fixed and harder to classify. Persons were mobile, not only 

geographically but socially and functionally. The Russian military forces in this pene

tration were 'Cossacks'; by which name they have gone down to fame, or sometimes 

ill-fame, in history. The impression held by a wide public throughout the world that 

this is a term of ethnic, tribal or quasi-national significance is however broadly erro

neous. Certainly there were such special groups, notably the Cossacks of Zaporozhe, 

the Don and the Yaik (later known as the Ural River) with their own heredity, but 

they were bands formed in constant change by open recruitment of rebellious, dissi

dent, displaced or oppressed persons, of any origin in the Russian or Tatar lands. 

Personal leaders stood out among them; such as Yermak, Poyarkov, Khabarov, Moskvi

tin and others, as did Cortes, Pizarro and others in the Americas. 

'Cossack' denoted also a variety of functions. Of necessity, the members of the 

advancing groups had to do everything: fight, explore, survey, build forts and dwell

ings, deal with opposing or subjected peoples, get food by hunting (or growing it if 

possible), conduct the rudiments of administration, and keep records for a central 

government that was distant but exacting. Most of them did most of these things 

most of the time, with little division of labour or specialization. They are therefore 

broadly recorded as 'serving people' (sluzhilye lyudi) in the categorization of the times; 

not serving exclusively in the military sense. 

Of course some specialist functionaries are recorded also; such as clerical person

nel (diaks or others). Increasingly, as the osvoyenie of Siberia proceeded, there 

were traders, peasant settlers, artisans, churchmen and others, free immigrants or 

exiles. The word osvoyenie is deliberately used here, as it is of special Russian mean

ing beyond and around the equivalents in translation into other languages- such as 

'acquisition', 'appropriation' or 'absorption'. To these it adds, by its Russian etymology, 

the sense of 'making (the thing) one's own', a part of oneself. It is so used by Tsarist 

and Soviet patriots alike. 
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There was however one group of activists who, especially in the early and forma

tive stages, played the key part in the osvoyenie of Siberia, i. e. making it a full 

and intrinsic component of the Russian civilization and outlook, as distinct for its mere 

prisoyedinenie, i. e. its physical and political attachment to or unification with Russia. 

This group was the promyshlenniki; meaning particularly the hunters or trappers, and 

among those particularly the men who went after furs. These were distinctly on an 

individual basis. They were not in search of food (except for their own day-to-day 

subsistence) but were pursuing furs (for the market - not in the modern sense of that 

term, but for the disposal of the monocratic all-owning State). 

The present article summarizes some recent Soviet work on the role and pattern 

of activity of the seventeenth-century promyshlenniks in Siberia (hereafter referred to 

for short as trappers). The topic sheds some light on the three sets of questions 

mentioned above, i. e. (x)· the course of the movement into Siberia, (y) identification 

of the participants, and (z) their motives. To what has been said above on (x) and (y) 

must be added the role of the trappers; and (z) must also be considered as a connection 

In which the trappers are of some special relevance. 

The trappers are the only occupational class, except the traders, who served an 

economic purpose beyond immediate and local defence and subsistence. They served 

the market for furs; which was the most important and lucrative one for Russia at 

that time, both at home and for its international trade. Certainly the trappers were 

of military and general use too; they explored the outlands and interiors, were scouts 

and contactors-in-depth of native peoples and local conditions. But their raison d'etre 

was the acquisition for the Empire of the wealth of Siberia; which then meant, pre

eminently or practically solely, fur-skins; amongst which the sable was the most 

valuable and widely sought. Furs were, as is well known, the form of tribute (yasak). 

If it was for gold that the Spaniards and others established themselves in the Amer

icas, it was furs that represented the 'Eldorado' of Siberia in the first stage of its 

development. 

In the economic interpretation of history, the fur trade should thus be a basic 

and prominent topic. It has been so treated, from a more general (if still 'materialist') 

standpoint, by eminent American scholars (Fisher, Lensen and others). Yet surpris

ingly, in the Soviet Union where the Marxist view is de rigueur, it has not been one 

of the topics most widely or deeply considered. Possible reasons for this will be 

considered below; meanwhile it is notable, however, that new work has been done 

on this subject in the USSR during the last decade, which will be summarized in 

the following pages. 

A broader view of historical causation must consider other motives besides greed: 

the spirit of adventure and curiosity regarding strange places, 'geopolitical' or State-
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power compulsions, misslOnary zeal, self-assertion or the seeking of personal power, 

the 'push' of poor conditions in the homeland (political, religious or individual), the 

'pull' of greater advantages in the new lands, even some personal or chance factors. 

The trappers, as the only 'individualistic' group in Siberia at that time (using the term 

in a relative sense and in quotemarks, within the limits of the setting of the Tsarist 

Autocracy) may exemplify all of the above-mentioned motivations. 

These considerations cannot be taken much further until there IS much more 

detailed information concerning the actual numbers, personal and social character, 

specific activities and geographical distribution of the trappers of seventeenth-century 

Siberia. The immense store of archival and other material existing in the Soviet 

Union has been very little tapped in that country (not to speak of efforts in that dire

ction in other countries) ; but now, a full three centuries after the conquest of Siberia, 

useful and indicative work is proceeding in this field in the USSR. There is space 

only to introduce one key contribution in that respect, which is worthy of wider atten

tion than it has received; though it is only one among others. Namely a paper by 

P. N. Pavlov 1) on the effectives of the trappers in Siberia between 1620 and 1690, 

their locations and movements. 

Pavlov's preoccupation is, in large part, to ascribe to the trappers a central role 

III the osvoyenie, as well as the initial opening up, of Siberia; particularly to 

refute an impression that they were mere 'camp-followers', or alternatively in only a 

reconnaissance role, in any case just auxiliaries not intrinsic to the process of settlement, 

or in the residual category of 'wandering people' (gulyashchie lyudi or vagabonds). 

He seeks to prove that they participated in the colonization, as well as the penetration, 

of Siberia. 

G. F. Miller's original History of Siberia, written in the mid-eighteenth century, 

stressed the role of the trappers as 'scouts and volunteer-helpers of the serving people' 

and as the 'first describers' of the lands of Siberia2). Many subsequent Russian writers 

followed this formulation3). Soviet writers, while far from attaching no importance 

to the role of the trappers, continued for a long time to regard them as generally 

an inferior and incidental 'social element', miscellaneously excluded from the main 

process4). 

1) n. H. naBJIOB, (XapaKTep rrepe.llBIDKeHHH PYCCKHX rrpOMbllIlJIeHHKOB B CH6HPH BO BpeMH 
pa3BHToro C060JIHHOrO npOMblCJIa 2Q-8Q-e rO.llH XVII B.): OKJIa.llHHKOB H .llp. pe.ll., Bonpo
Cbl llcmopllll C1l61lpll ooco8emcKozo neplloiJa (EaxPYUlllHClClle "lmeHllH, 1969), HaYK3, 
HOBOCH6HPCK, 1973. 

2) r. <1>. MHJIJIep, HcmopUH Cu6upu (OnucaHue l{apcm8o C1l6upu 1751 z.) TOM 1, M.-JI., 
1937, CTp. 391. 

3) r. C. EaTeHbKoB, (06I.I.J;HH B3rJIH.ll Ha CH6Hpb), CblH om'tecm6a 1823, q. 83 M 2, CTp. 54. 
CM. B, r, MHp30eB, HcmopuozpaifJuH Cu6upu, 1-H nO.l108UHa XI X 8. KeMepOBO, 1965, 
CTp. 192-3. 

4) B. H. CKaJIOH, PycclCue 3e.M.Ilenpoxooqbl-ucc.Ile008ame.llu Cu6upu XVII 8eKa. 1951; B. r. 
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A fact in support of Pavlov's contention IS that, as clearly noted by some Russian 

historians, the most profitable furs-principally the sable- began to be depleted from 

the very beginning, as early as the 1640 s. In so far as the sable was 'king' among 

furs (as gold is king among other minerals), the hunters began correspondingly to 

cease to seek it farther and farther into the eastward parts of Siberia, to hunt more 

generally and intensively in the more osvoyenny parts of the great region. even to 

settle down in the latter. Their long-range safaris diminished, their orbits became 

smaller and more definitely centred locally. Some of the trappers settled down on 

their own land, or worked the land of others5\ though everywhere some continued 

as before. 

Until the 1970s Soviet historians in general ascribed no highly 'formative' role 

to the trappers. From the end of the 1960s, a revision of this evaluation was advo

cated. Pavlov notes the economic weight of furs: 'from 1620-90 the output of furs 

exceeded (in value) 3-4 times that of cereals'. 'Correct understanding of the trappers' 

role in the osvoyenie of Siberia was impeded by the view, prevailing until recently 

and not seriously disputed by anyone, that the trappers in Siberia were extremely 

mobile'B). 'Ever since the beginning in the eighteenth century, the trappers were 

traditionally seen as gomg constantly farther and farther' (east)7). G. F. Miller saw 

the osvoyenie of Siberia as a matter of State expansion. His successors took little 

notice of the trappers, except for their immediate role: considering only the fringe, 

the area of most distant advance at each given time. Thus I. Eh. Fisher (1774) popu

larized Miller's 'schema' of the uninterrupted movement, on a west to east axis, of 

trappers pursuing the animals which fled before them8). 

I t is striking that this remained the attitude not only of the Tsarist commentators 

but of the Soviet writers in the first decade of their new era, the 1920 s. They too 

gave the State the dynamic and creative role; and could not ascribe leading influence 

to individuals or individualists who could not be given a 'class' demarcation in either 

the 'feudal' or the Marxist scheme of things. Thus such authorities as Ogoroclnikov 

MHp30eB. flpucoeouHeHue u OC8oeHue Cu6upu 8 ucmopu'tecKoii .Ilumepamype XVI I 8eKa, 
1960; A. H. KOrrblJIOB, KY.llbmypa PYCCKOZO HaCe.lleHU51 Cu6upu 8 XVI I-XVII 88. 

HaYKa, HOBOCH6HPCK, 1968. 
5) B. H. illepcro6oeB, H.IlUMCKa51 flaUiHH, T. 1. l1pKYTcK 1949, CTp. U:3-231 ; B. 11. llIYHKoB, 

Ot.tepKu no ucmopuu 3eM.IleOe.llUH Cu6upu (XVIII 8.), 1956, CTp. 172-3, 236; <P. r. Ca<t>po
HOB, KpecmbHHclcaH ICO.llOHU3allsuH 6acceUH06 JleHbl U H.IlUMa 8 XVI I 8eICe. 51KYTCK, 

1956, CTp. 55; OH )Ke, PycclCue KpecmbHHe 8 f/Kymuu (XVII-Ha'ta.llo XX 88.), 51KYTCK, 
1961, CTp. 35, 224-5, B. A. AJIeKCaH.lJ.pOB, PyccKoe HaCe.lleHUe Cu6upu 6 XVI I-XVII I B., 

1964, CTp. 42, 107-8, 196, 220. A. H. KOrrbIJIOB, {focY.lJ.apeBbI rrallleHHble KpecThHHe EHH

ceHcKoro ye3.lJ.a B XVII B.} CU6UPb 6 XVII-XVII I 86., HOBOCH6HPCK, 1962. 
6) n. H. naBJIOB, {MeCTo rryulHoro rrpOMbICJIa Cpe.lJ.H .lJ.pyrHx OTpaCJIeH X0351HCTBa CH6HPH B 

XVII B.}, H3 ucmopuu Cu6upu, BhIII. 1, KpaCHOHpCK, 1969, CTP 76, 100. 
7) MHJIJIep, 1937, CTp. 30l. 
8) 11. 3., <PHIliep Cu6UpCKa51 ucmopuH, Cn6., 1774, CTp. 195. 
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(1924) and Bakhrushin (1928), on this point, sustained the same estimation, albeit 

from a Marxist class view, that their Tsarist predecessors had from an aristocratic

monarchical point of view9). 

Though there had been indications as far back as 1971 that sablehunting was a 

'comparatively settled' (non-nomadic) occupation - an evaluation ascribed to S. P. Kra

sheninnikov among others (perhaps in relation to Kamchatka especially)lO) - such state

ments remained the exception. A. P. Shchapov (1908) called the seventeenth century 

a period of 'colonization by wandering trappers' (brodyachyaya zverolovcheskaya kolo

nizatsia)ll) and N. M. Yadrintsev (1892), though believing free (peasant) immigration 

to have been the great basis of the colonization of Siberia, said the people there, 'under 

the influence of seeking wealth in furs, became wandering and nomadic adventurers 

(adventyuristy) 12), N. N. Koz'min (1910) wrote of the trappers merely 'slipping' into 

or around the taiga and the tundra13). 

S. V. Bakhrushin in the 1920 s produced a heavily Marxist analysis linking the 

trappers' activities with socio-economic developments in Russia, as they came under 

'capitalist hiring' (wages system) 'supplemented by bondage', giving the dominant role 

to 'large enterprises'. This was hardly a realistic description of the conditions of lone 

hunters, but was fully in the Leninist mode of magnifying the grip of monopolistic 

capital and minimizing the significance of small individual operators, who were to be 

despised or liquidated. Bakhrushin described the trappers as a 'crowd of chance visitors' 

to Siberia (sluchainye gosti - people there accidentally or occasionally) 14). At the same 

time some of his own material does give more of an impression of the solidity and 

continuity of activities of the small trappers I5). 

From the late 1960 s, some Soviet writers (exemplified by P. N. Pavlov whose 

views are summarized here) turned to a distinctly different view. V. A. Aleksandrov 

(1968) contributed something that is essential to the Marxist mind - a periodization. 

At the same time he put forward the trappers as being important as settlers, even on 

a 'mass' scale. The new attitude is part of the populist Soviet patriotism that has 

9) B.I1. Oropo):{HHKOB, OttepK ucmopuu Cu6upu ao ltattalla XI X cmO.llemUfl, q. 2, BhIll. l. 

BJIa.ll.HBOCTOK, 1924, CTp. 4. JI. BaxpYlllHH, {l1cTopHQecKHe cY):{h6bI C060JIH} BecmHuK 
3HaHUfl, 1928, Ng 13, CTp. 675. 

10) 11. 51xoHToB, {O C060JIHHOM rrpOMbICJIe}, H08ble eJICeMeCHttHble COttuHeHUH, Q. 58, C06., 
1791, CTp. 22-3. 

11) A. O. lUanoB, {CH6HpCKoe 06meCTBO ):{O CrrepaHCKoro». COttuHeHUfl, T. :~, C06., 1908, CTp. 
647. 

12) H. M. 51):{pHHueB, CU6UPb KaK KO.llOHUH 8 zeozpat/JUtteCKOM, amHozpat/JUtteCICOM U ucmo
pUtteCICOM OmHOllJeHUU, C06., 1892, CTp. 190, 328. 

13) H. H. K03hMHH, OqepKH rrpolllJIOrO H HacToHmero cH6HPH, C06., 1910, CTp. 31. 

14) C. B, BaxpYlllHH,l1cmopuH Cu6upu C ape8Heiiwux 8peMeH ao Hawux aHeii, T. 2, HaYKa, 
JIeHHHrpa.ll., 1968, CTp. 77-78; HayttHble mpyabl, T. 3, q. 1, 1955, CTp. 198, 302. 

15) C. B. BaxpylllHH, {MaHra3eiicKaH MHpcKaH 06mHHa B XVII B.}, HayttHble mpyabl, CTp. 
297-300. 
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Table 1. Trappers in Siberia, 1620-90: places of registration (yavka) and activity, 1620-90 

Registrated at: MANGA. YENI· ILIMSK & YAKU- NIZHNI- ZHIGA-
ZEYA SEISK CHECHUI TSK VILYUISK NSK OLENEK YANA INDI~~A A~£YA KOLYMA TOTAL 

TOTAL 264 84 71 436 67 136 33 10 75 8 74 1,258 
-~~~-- ----_._----------

of whom, began 254(96%) 72(86%) 28(39%) 278(64%) 27(40%) 47(35%) trapping there 6 4 17(23%) :2 15 750(60%) 
_T ____________________ 

Hunted only in 
that region 171(67%) 34(47%) 11(39%) 131(47%) 1 7 3 1 8 1 5 37:~(50%) 

...... 
-< 

2 1 9 1 10 276(37%) ...... in that region 55(22%) 19(26%) + one other 1 ~1 111(40%) 20(74%) 35(75%) 

1 1 73(10%) in that region 19(8%) 12(17%) + 2 others 2 28(103';) 5(19%) 5(11~~) 

------

1 8 1 1 22(3%) in that region 4 7 + 3 others 
r..Ll 
-1 

3 in that region ~ 
2 1 ~ + 4 others if) 

3 
r..Ll 

in that region ::r:: 3 
b + 5 others 
t.L. --- ----- --- --- ------------ ---.-----~-- -.~- -------

0 
-1 ..... 
~ 
0::: 
b 
r..Ll 
::r:: 
b 
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been prodigiously developed since the German invasion of Russia in 1941 ; in the light 

of which the seventeenth-century trappers can be credited with a respectable and signi

ficant role. Aleksandrov - for the case of the Mangazeya uyezd, the oldest and most 

established focus of Siberian settlement - distinguished the following stages: 

1) mid seventeenth century: beginning of the formation 'in its own mass, 

In the direct sense of the word, of a Russian population', marked by the esta

blishment of families. 2) 1670 s: 'transformation of a great part of the Mangazeya 

trappers into a permanent population, some becoming townsmen (posadniki)' ; plus move

ment of population to the north. 3) first quarter of the eighteenth century: the local 

population 'formed' definitely 'into a mass' and there emerged a permanent population 

of hunters in the Transbaikal and on the Amur16). The expression 'mass' is unsuitable, 

in view of the small total numbers in question, but cohesion is meant rather than 

proliferation. 

I. S. Gurvich (1963) had said much the same, but stressed mainly the north of 

Siberia beyond the Yenisei l 7) and his view coincides, as to periodization, with that m 

vol. 2 of the five-volume History of Siberia ('first feudal period'). Pavlov (1973, p. 

103) praises Aleksandrov (1964) for detecting a permanent population of trappers, but 

does not find Aleksandrov's characterization of that phase as 'transitional' (not yet 

permanent settlement) altogether satisfactory. 

Pavlov proceeds to something much more useful, in the shape of a statistical 

analysis of the trappers' movements. He processed nearly seventy tax-office books 

(tamozhnye knigi) of Siberian centres of registration (yavka) at intervals of between 

two-and-a-half and five years during the period 1620-9018). On the procedure which 

he defines (Pavlov 1973, pp. 105-6), the results are as in the Tables herewith. Table 1 

identifies 1,258 trappers registering at eleven centres of 'compulsory attendance' In 

Siberia during 1620-90. A third of these registered at Yakutsk initially, a fifth at 

Mangazeya, less than half at all the rest. 

Almost 60 per cent of these (750 men) began trapping In the district in which 

they first registered; and the Tables record their areas of subsequent activity. Just 

a half of them proceeded to hunt only in that region where they made their first 

yavka. More than a third hunted only in that region and one other; only one in ten 

16) B. A. A~eKcaH~poB,{Haqa~o X03HHcTBeHHoro OCBoeHHH PYCCKHM Hace~eHHeM 3a6aHKa~hH 
H npHaMYPhH (BTopaH I10~OBHHa XVII B.)}, I1cmopufl CCCp, M2, CTp. 48-9, 54. 

17) 11. C. rYPBHq, {PyccKHe Ha ceBepo-BocToKe CH6HPH B XVII B.}, CU6upclCUt1. amH.ozpaifJu
If.eClCufl. C60PH.UlC, T. 5, 1963, CTp. 80, 85-6, 90. 

18) 5 books of Mangazeya uyezd, 14 of Yenisei, 15 of Yakutsk, 19 from various offices on the 
periphery of Yakutsk uyezd, 6 of the Chechui post (3acma8a) of Ilimsk uyezd (sometimes 
under Yakutsk, but here counted under Ilimsk throughout) and one book of Ilimsk itself. 
For identification of names, H. H. Bpa>KHHKOBa, {PyccKaH aHTpOIIoHHMHH 3aypa~hH Ha 
py6e>Ke XVII-VXIII BeKoB>, OH.O.MaCmUlCa, 1969, CTp. 93-5. 
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Table 2. Trappers' choices of second hunting-ground, 1620-1690 

\Vent to (places of second hunting) 
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~------- - --- -
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ILIMSK 

YAKUTSK 

NIZHNI· 
VlLYUISK 

ZHIGANSK 

OLENEK 

YANA 

INDIGIRKA 

ALAZEYA 

KOLYMA 

TOTAL 
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1 9 11 
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18 

15 

18 / 

/ 21 

1 31 

:2 

1 7 

;3:2 38 134 

1 3 3 1 83 
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1 17 
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trailed into three regions, only SIX men went into four or five of the territorial divi

sions of Siberia. The variations in the percentages for the different areas are striking, 

with mostly higher (above average) linkages of 'permanency' of above or relative locali

zation of activity in the centres to the left of Table 1 than in the outlands on its right 

hand side. 

Certainly these figures destroy any notion that may have been entertained of an 

extreme mobility of trappers all over Siberia; of one man being (say) at one time in 

Kamchatka, at another in the Sayan, later far to the north-west, or anything of that 

sort. Nevertheless the 'localization' adduced by Pavlov remains a very relative one, 

by the simple fact that the districts in question in Siberia were very large - of the 

size of many of the independent countries in the middle range, in terms of area, in 

the world today. However, Pavlov proceeds to shed further light. 

He analyses (Table 2) in the form of an input-output grid, the movements of the 

376 trappers who hunted in 1620-90 in more than one region, in respect of their trans

ference from their first area of operation to their second. Three quarters of these 

~376 more mobile trappers, Pavlov emphasizes, hunted in only two regions, only one 

in five in three regions, a mere one in twenty in four and an insignificant one per 

cent in five. The much higher figures for some areas than for others are again notable. 

And clearly, by the size of its figures. Yakutsk was the greatest by far of the 'cross

roads' or 'traffic nodes' of Siberia in this connection; this fact stands out if the 

columns for Yakutsk are read vertically from top to bottom and horizontally from left 

to right. making a central cross in Table 2. 

This 'nodality' of Yakutsk may be shown graphically also by presenting the data 

m Table 2 in the form of a flow-diagram (Figure 1); showing how greatly Yakutsk 

was the 'hub' of the traffic of fur-hunters in Siberia. It is to be emphasized however 

that Table 2 and Figure 1 show only the initial movements, for two areas - the first 

and second areas of trappers' operation. It should be noted also that the Yakutsk 

area extends particularly to the eastward, to the Aldan and the Okhotsk coast. 

While, in Figure 1, though all the other areas are placed roughly m their relative 

geographical positions, Zhigansk is shown (merely for convenience m designing the 

diagram) to the southward of its true location, which is of course on the lower Lena, 

north of the Vilyui. 

The movements of the trappers within each of these eleven extensive regions 

is much harder to trace. Probably it can never be known in such statistical terms as 

the foregoing; but much could be done by accumulating and correlating case-histories, 

or personalia. Pavlov gives some examples of relevant case-histories. The Yenisei 

tax-books for various years (1647, 1654, 1664, 1668, 1675, 1684 and 1685) give data on 

the localities where the furs delivered to the tax izba were originally caught. Nineteen 
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Figure 1. Main movements of trappers from first to second hunting-ground, 1620-1690 

persons who began trapping on the Yenisei between 1620 and 1690 are recorded twice 

or more. Ten of them regularly went after furs 'on the banks of the Y enisei', SIX 

went to other rivers, and three went from a second river to a third. l'vfuch of the 

activity was in the Angara basin. 

Vasilii Ivanov from Ustyug first trapped on the Yenisei, after that on the banks 

of the Tunguska (Angara), finally on the Mura, a tributary of the Angara. Koz'min 

Pavlov, also from Ustyug, went from the Yenisei onto the Kova (a distant tributary 

of the Angara, afterwards to the nearer-by Mura. I van Sanin from Pinsk went from 

the Yenisei to the Kamenka (a nearer tributary of the Angara), subsequently to the 

Kova. Some trappers from Eastern Siberia remained on the Angara. 

The Kolegovs (from the Komi area in north-west European Russia) hunted for 

three generations in the Ketsk, Yeniseisk, Ilimsk and Yakutsk administrative areas; 

the brothers Semyon and I van were in Yeniseisk uyezd in 1630 - exact location not 

known - in 1647 the brothers I van, Andrei, Rodion and Mikhail were hunting on the 

banks of the Kata, a distant tributary of the Angara, then in 1655 Rodion was on the 

Kamenka, much nearer to Yeniseisk. In 1659 Rodion and his brothers Mikhail and 

Larion were on the Chechui portage on the Lena, where they located themselves quite 

definitely, though working from time to time down the Lena towards Yakutsk. In 

1675 Rodion's son Boris went onto the Chechui portage. 

'r..10bile' operators concentrated on probing areas which led through to other hun-
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ting grounds, while those trappers who worked only in one region often did so on 

'blind alley' (tupik) rivers not leading to outlets into other areas; one such is the Pita, 

which seven men are recorded twice or more as having for their hunting-ground. 

Another feature that blurs the picture is the lack of absolute division between 

the occupational categories; naturally peasants engaged to some extent in seeking fur

bearing animals, while vice versa trappers might go in for producing crops, berries, 

honey, etc. If on the one hand the mobility of the trappers is exaggerated, so on 

the other hand is the 'fixity' of the peasants, who frequently moved onto new land, 

abandoning their old lands and buildings. The peasant population in the Yenisei uyezd 

actually declined slightly in some periods in the seventeenth century because of this19\ 

and later in southern and western Siberia in the following century, new lands were 

settled by people moving within those regions as well as people from outside them20). 

Settlement was 'step by step', with mixed activities at the moving margin21). 

Pavlov's other useful contribution is on the length of sojourn of trappers in Sibe

ria in the seventeenth century_ He considered the 750 'mobile' trappers in that respect 

also, with due attention to the statistical difficulties. His findings are summarized in 

Table 3; and may again be visualized in diagrammatic form, as the 'population-pyramid' 

in Figure 2. Of those who stayed more than one year in Siberia, about half stayed 

more than six years, a third more than ten years; the 'old timers' were as numerous 

as the 'tenderfeet' and some families were trappers for generations, even if not recorde~ 

as taxpayers (podatnye) ascribed to particular districts, therefore not classified as perma-

Table 3. Length of stay of trappers in Siberia, 1620-1690 

Number of Number of 

Years Persons Years Persons 
--------- ---------~---

2 129(17%) 11-11 116(15%) 

3 83(11%) 16-20 63( 8%) 

4 49( 7%) 21-25 29( 4%) 

5 57C 8%) 26-30 13( 2%) 
() 45( 6%) 31-35 1 

7 59( 8%) 36-40 3 

8 :36( 5%) 
-----~--~-

Total 
9 27( 4%) 11-40 225(30%) 

10 40( 5%) --- --- -- - ---- ._--- - -- -~--~ 

~~~-~-- Grand total 750(100%) 
Total 
2-10 525(70%) 

----- --------

19) AJleKCaH)lpOB, 1914, CTp. 97, 100. 
20) M. M. rpOMbIKO, 3anaiJflaH CU6UPb 8 XVI I I 8. PYCCKoe flaCe.lleflUe U 3eM.IleiJe.llb'teCKoe 

OC80eflUe. HOBOCH6HPCK, 1965, CTp. 106. 
21) A.,U. KOJleCHHKOB, {3aCe.lleflUe U OCBoeflue Cpe)lHerO npHHpTbIllIbH B XVII-rrepBoM nOJlo· 

BIrne XIX B.~, "ABTopecp. KaH,l{. )lllCC. HOBOC1l6HPCK, 1967, CTp. 17. 
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nent residents but as 'wanderers'. 

The subjection of the trappers to tax or imposts (tyaglo) proceeded step by step, 

but the authorities would enforce it as soon as possible. In the 1660 s in the Manga

zeya uyezd and the southern part of the Yakutsk uyezd both peasants and hunters 

'settled' as 'townspeople' (posadniki) while still engaged in hunting for furs22). It is 

thus emphasized that there was a transitional or intermediate stage (Pavlov notes), 

requiring a 'class-neutral' term such as 'dweller' (zhitel') in a particular township; the 

full break with a person's home-place of origin in Russia came only with his subjec

tion to taxation in a new Siberian place, with which he would have had a more than 

cursory acquaintance for some time earlier. 

* * * 
Pav lov's short contribution thus adds both new details and new perspectives on 

this important subject, which is of key significance from the viewpoint of world history, 

and should be much further worked by analysts not only in the Soviet Union but in 

all other parts of the world. If Pavlov does not succeed in 'negating' completely the 

notion of the 'mobility' of the trappers and establishing in 'antithesis' that they were 

a fundamental element in the settlement and Russianization (osvoyenie) of Siberia in 

the period of the Russian conquest of that great northern half of Asia (in the vastness 

of which 'mobility' is necessarily a relative term) he has certainly provided valuable 

and interesting data and indicative comments. 

A considerable amount of such work is being done in the Soviet Union, by mod

ern research methods and with much more investigation and processing of the arch

ives and original materials than was previously undertaken. Pavlov's paper which has 

been taken up in the present article is only one example of this. It is to be hoped 

that not only will this work continue in the Soviet Union but that people in other 

countries will follow it and concern themselves with the further study of the subject. 

* * * 

22) AJIeKCaH)lpOB, 1964, CTp. 66. rypBH'l, 196:~, CTp. R5. 
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